Block factor methods o¤er an attractive approach to forecasting with many predictors. These extract the information in these predictors into factors re ‡ecting di¤erent blocks of variables (e.g. a price block, a housing block, a …nancial block, etc.). However, a forecasting model which simply includes all blocks as predictors risks being over-parameterized. Thus, it is desirable to use a methodology which allows for di¤erent parsimonious forecasting models to hold at di¤erent points in time. In this paper, we use dynamic model averaging and dynamic model selection to achieve this goal. These methods automatically alter the weights attached to di¤erent forecasting model as evidence comes in about which has forecast well in the recent past. In an empirical study involving forecasting output and in ‡ation using 139 UK monthly time series variables, we …nd that the set of predictors changes substantially over time. Furthermore, our results show that dynamic model averaging and model selection can greatly improve forecast performance relative to traditional forecasting methods.
Introduction
Macroeconomists interested in forecasting variables such as output growth and in ‡ation often have many potential predictors. For instance, Stock and Watson (2002) forecast various US macroeconomic variables using up to 215 predictors. Since the pioneering work of Geweke (1977) , dynamic factor models have typically been used to deal with the problems caused by this proliferation of predictors. These models extract the common ‡uctuations in the large number of predictors into a much smaller number of factors. Stock and Watson (2006) is a recent survey paper on forecasting using dynamic factor models. In the UK, Kapetanios, Labbard and Price (2009) discuss the Bank of England's suite of forecasting models, including a discussion of dynamic factor methods.
1 Dynamic factor methods involve a forecasting model of the form (see, e.g., Stock and Watson, 2002) :
where f t is an q vector of factors, (L) = 1 L + :: + p L p and (L) = 1 L + :: + p L p are polynomials in the lag operator.
2 Dynamic factor models have been used successfully in a wide variety of forecasting exercises. However, they su¤er from the drawback that coe¢ cients cannot easily be interpreted in terms of the underlying macroeconomic variables. For this reason, dynamic factor models with a block structure have recently been proposed (e.g. Ng, Moench and Potter, 2008) . These are motivated by the observation that the large panels of macroeconomic time series available for forecasting often fall naturally into di¤erent groups or blocks. For instance, the researcher might have several di¤erent measures of prices (the price block), several di¤erent measures of demand (the demand block), di¤erent interest rates and stock prices (the …nancial block), etc. In such cases, factor methods can be used on the variables in each block separately, resulting in a set of factors each of which has a macroeconomic interpretation (e.g. the price factor, the demand factor, the …nancial factor, etc.). In this paper, we adopt such a blocking of variables using the 139 monthly variables (1990:1 through 2008:11) from the Bank of England's forecasting suite. When (1) is extended to allow for block factors, then the forecasting equation takes the form:
where f (b) t for b = 1; ::; B denotes the factor extracted from the b th block of predictors. A drawback in all the models discussed so far is that they assume that parameters are constant. To some extent, the use of recursive or rolling forecasting methods can account for time variation in coe¢ cients. But recent research (e.g. Groen, Paap and Ravazzolo, 2008) argues strongly that it is better to build a formal model of time variation in parameters rather to than rely of recursive or rolling methods to accurately pick up parameter shifts. Such time-varying parameter (TVP) models are commonly estimated using state space methods (see, e.g., Sargent, 2005, or Cogley, Morozov and . In our context, this would involves extending (2) as:
and adding a state equation to model the evolution of coe¢ cients:
where t is a vector containing all the coe¢ cients in t (L) and (b) t . As an example, a commonly expressed view of in ‡ation is that its persistence has changed markedly since the 1970s. Since persistence depends on t (L), allowing for its time variation is potentially of great importance in developing a good model for forecasting in ‡ation.
However, even forecasting models such as that given by (3) and (4) su¤er from the criticism that the same set of predictors is used at all points in time. Papers such as Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) present forecasting models where the set of predictors can change over time and show this to be of importance in helping to improve forecast performance. For instance, when forecasting in ‡ation, it is possible that the predictors in the 1970s were di¤erent than in the 1990s. Or it is possible that the predictors in recessions are di¤erent than the predictors in expansion. We want a forecasting framework which allows for this.
This paper addresses all these issues. That is, we develop a forecasting model which begins with a block dynamic factor model such as (2), extends it to have time variation in coe¢ cients through a model such as (3) and (4) but also allows for the forecasting model to change over time through a technique known as dynamic model averaging (DMA). This framework is applied in an exercise involving monthly UK data where we forecast output growth and in ‡ation.
In terms of the econometrics, the major innovation is the use of DMA and we explain it in detail below. But the basic issues that must be addressed when doing DMA can be explained brie ‡y as follows: In macroeconomic forecasting exercises such as the present one, the number of predictors can be very large. Even when reducing the set of predictors by extracting common factors and using constant coe¢ cient models such as (2), we can still end up with a large number of potential models. For instance, even if we have a constant parameter model and the only predictors are the …rst factor from each of B blocks of factors (in our case we have B = 8) we will end up with 2 B models when we de…ne each model by whether each factor is included or excluded from the forecasting model. If the researcher wants to select a single model from this huge set through sequential hypothesis testing procedures, she can potentially run into serious pre-test and data mining problems. If the researcher wishes to do model averaging, substantial computational problems arise (see Koop and Potter, 2004 , for a discussion of these issues). When we want to allow for the forecasting model to change over time, then such computational problems increase hugely. With B potential predictors, the number of combinations of models which must be estimated in order to forecast through time is of the order 2 B . Estimating this many models when models are of the form given by (3) and (4) will typically be computationally infeasible. Accordingly, in this paper, we consider a strategy developed in the engineering literature by Raftery, Karny, Andrysek and Ettler (2007) which they refer to as dynamic model averaging or DMA (although, as discussed below, it can also be used for dynamic model selection or DMS). The method they propose seems ideally suited for our forecasting exercise since it satis…es all the desirable features outlined above. That is, it allows for the forecasting model to change over time (i.e. di¤erent predictors can be relevant at di¤erent times) while, at the same time, allowing for coe¢ cients in each model to evolve over time. It involves only standard econometric methods for state space models such as the Kalman …lter and simulation smoother but (via some empirically-sensible approximations) achieves vast gains in computational e¢ ciency so as to allow DMA or DMS to be done in real time.
Using DMA and DMS in our block factor model with time varying coe¢ cients, we …nd substantial improvements in forecast performance relative to alternative forecasting strategies. Furthemore, especially for in ‡ation, the set of predictors in the best forecasting model varies substantially over time in a manner which conventional modelling strategies would miss.
Dynamic Model Averaging
To explain how DMA and DMS work, we begin by writing the block dynamic factor model with time varying coe¢ cients given by (3) and (4) in standard state space form notation:
where y t is the dependent variable being forecast, Z t is a 1 m vector of observations on explanatory variables that are available to forecast y t . The discussion below relates to the case where we are forecasting one period in the future (h = 1) and, thus, Z t will contain an intercept, y t 1 ,..,y t py+1 ; f
(for b = 1; ::; B) where p y is the lag length for the dependent variable and p f the lag length for the factors.
When forecasting h > 1 periods ahead, we use the direct method and variables are lagged appropriately (i.e. Z t contains information lagged h periods).
We construct f (b) t using principal components methods 3 involving all the variables in block b. 4 Thus, all elements of Z t can be interpreted as exogenous or lagged dependent variables. t is an m 1 vector of regression coe¢ cients, " t is N (0; H t ) and t is N (0; Q t ). This is a state space model of the sort commonly used in empirical macroeconomics (see, e.g., among many others, , Cogley, Morozov and Sargent, 2005 , Primiceri, 2005 . Standard methods (e.g. involving the Kalman …lter and smoother) for estimation and prediction exist with such models (and are given in our Technical Appendix).
However, (5) assumes that the same explanatory variables can be used for forecasting at all points in time. In our introduction, we have explained why this might not be a good idea in a forecasting exercise. Furthermore, our empirical work will show that models such as (5) which simply maintain the same set of predictors in all time periods forecast very poorly due to over-parameterization problems. Accordingly, we allow for K models which are characterized by having di¤erent subsets of the explanatory variables, Z (k) t Z t for k = 1; ::; K,
. The fact that we are letting di¤erent models hold at each point in time and will do model averaging justi…es the terminology DMA. Alternatively, we can select the single best model at each point in time and do DMS.
We have now de…ned the set of models we will work with and, for each model, standard econometric methods can be used to forecast. However, to complete our algorithm, we need to specify how models evolve over time (i.e. we need a way of specifying how explanatory variables enter/leave the model in real time). To explain the issues relating to this let L t 2 f1; 2; ::; Kg denote which model applies at time t. When the number of models is small, a natural speci…cation would involve a transition matrix, P , with elements p ij = Pr (L t = ijL t 1 = j) for i; j = 1; ::; K. That is, if model j holds at time t 1, then p ij speci…es the probability that the forecasting model will switch to model i at time t. Such Markov switching speci…cations are widely used in many contexts in econometrics and inference in such models is well-understood. The problem with our using such a speci…cation in our case is that, when the number of models gets large, it becomes computationally infeasible. In our empirical work, we will have K = 2 B with B = 8 and accordingly P will be a 256 256 matrix. Clearly, this will lead to imprecise inferences and very slow computation.
5 These are the reasons why DMA has not been done previously in substantive empirical problems in macroeconomics. Recently, Raftery, Karny, Andrysek and Ettler (2007) have proposed an approximate method in an industrial application. Their approximations have the huge advantage that Kalman …ltering and smoothing methods can be used, allowing for fast real time forecasting. It is this approximate method we use in this paper.
Complete details of the Raftery et al (2007) algorithm are given in the Technical Appendix. Here we explain only the main ideas. In general, Bayesian estimation of state space models such as (5) involve Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods which take draws of the states conditional on the other model parameters (such as H t and Q t ) and then draw the other parameters conditional on the states. With the large number of models we are working with, it is computationally impossible to use such MCMC methods. Accordingly, one aspect of the Raftery et al (2007) algorithm is to avoid MCMC. They do this by obtaining a plug-in estimate of H t and assuming Q t = 1 1 t 1 where 0 < 1 and t is the covariance matrix of the estimation error in the Kalman …lter (i.e. the estimation error is t b t where 3 In our recursive forecasting exercise, we extract factors recursively so that the factors at time are constructed using information through time . 4 The alternative would be to treat f
as a latent variable and simulate it in the context of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm as in Ng, Moench and Potter (2008) . This is theoretically straightforward, but computationally infeasible when doing DMA with a reasonable number of blocks.
5 In related models, Chen and Liu (2000) show how computation time up to t typically involves mixing over K t terms.
b t is the …ltered estimate, see Technical Appendix). Such approximations have been used frequently in the state space literature. Raftery et al (2007) provide a detailed justi…cation of this approximation and relate the resulting approach to statistical methods such as age-weighting and windowing. is known as a "forgetting factor", which is motivated by the fact that this speci…cation implies that observations j periods in the past have weight
j . An alternative way of interpreting is to note that it implies an e¤ective window size of 1 1
. It is common to choose a value of near one, suggesting a gradual evolution of coe¢ cients.
= 1 implies t is constant over time. As decreases, a greater and greater degree of coe¢ cient change is allowed for. As ! 0 we end up in a case where only the most recent observation is of use for forecasting (or equivalently, large structural breaks are occurring in every time period).
The second aspect of the Raftery et al (2007) algorithm involves an approximation that allows for the fast and e¢ cient calculation of posterior model probabilities at each point in time. As notation, let tjr;k = Pr (L t = kjy r ) denote the probability that model k applies at time t using information through time r where this information is denoted by y r = (y 1 ; ::; y r ) 0 :When forecasting at time t, we can use tjt 1;k to either do forecast averaging or forecasting using a single best model. That is, DMS can be done by simply selecting the model with highest tjt 1;k to be the forecasting model at time t. Alternatively, DMA involves forecasting from all K models and using tjt 1;k for k = 1; ::; K as weights when constructing an average forecast.
In general, we can obtain tjt 1;k in an iterative manner. That is, we have the relationship
where p s y t 1 jy t 2 is the predictive density for model s (as shown in the Technical Appendix this is simply a Normal density) evaluated at y t 1 . If we were to use a conventional Markov switching process for the models (as described above) with transition probabilities such as P with elements p ks then an iterative algorithm combining (7) and
can be immediately seen. However, as discussed previously, such a strategy is impossible in our case since P is of too large a dimension. Raftery et al (2007) surmount this problem by replacing (8) by
where 0 < 1 is another forgetting factor similar to . Its interpretation is similar to , but in terms of the evolution of models (not the evolution of states). Raftery et al (2007) and Smith and Miller (1986) provide a detailed discussion for why this approximation is empirically sensible. Insight into the interpretation of is obtained by noting that (9) can be written as:
It can be seen that tjt 1;k will be larger and, thus, DMS will be more likely to select model k at time t if it has forecast well in the recent past (where forecast performance is measured by the predictive density, p k y t i jy t i 1 ). The interpretation of "recent past" is controlled by the forgetting factor, and we have the same exponential decay at the rate i for observations i periods ago as we had associated with . Thus, if = 0:99 (our benchmark value and also the value used by Raftery et al, 2007) and we are using monthly data, forecast performance …ve years ago receives about 50% as much weight as forecast performance last period. Forecast performance one year ago receives about 90% as much weight as last month's performance. If = 0:95, then forecast performance …ve years ago receives only about 5% as much weight as last period's performance. These considerations suggest that we focus on the interval 2 (0:95; 0:99) with our benchmark choice being = 0:99. Note also that = 1 implies that the same model is used in every time period. For similar reasons, we will also focus on 2 (0:95; 0:99) with our benchmark choice being = 0:99.
Note that one could choose values for and based on forecast performance in some way, but this is would bias our results in favour of DMA and is not a valid procedure for out-of-sample forecasting. Alternatively when forecasting at time we could consider a grid of values for and and select the value which yielded the highest value for an information criterion or the marginal likelihood. In essence, this amounts to treating and as unknown parameters. However, this would greatly add to the computational burden, perhaps so much as to make it impossible to do forecasting in real time. Hence, we follow Raftery et al (2007) and simply select values for the forgetting factors, but our Empirical Appendix carries out a sensitivity analysis.
Complete details on the Raftery et al (2007) approach to DMA are provided in the Technical Appendix. The purpose of this section was to explain the basic ideas of DMA and DMS. In particular, we have shown why it is necessary to use such approximations; have stressed the fact that with these approximations no MCMC algorithm is required (only Kalman …ltering and smoothing or similar iterative updating algorithms); and provided explanation of the forgetting factors and which are important in DMA and DMS. Finally, our treatment of H t is similar to that used by Raftery et al (2007) who use a plug-in method where we simply replace H t by an estimate b H t . Details are provided in the Technical Appendix. We use a rolling version of their estimator to allow for changes in volatility. The reader interested in further discussion of DMA, including its relationship with conventional Bayesian model averaging (BMA), is referred to Raftery et al (2007) .
Empirical Work

Data and Modelling Issues
The Bank of England maintains a data set of many variables that it uses in its suite of UK forecasting models (see Kapetanios, Labbard and Price, 2009) . From this we have taken the 139 monthly variables for which complete data is available from 1990M1 through 2008M11. The variables fall naturally into eight categories that we use as our blocks from which we extract factors. Thus, we have an international block which contains various US and European output, unemployment and price variables. The output block contains various indices of production as well as surveys of manufacturers on their present output plans. The price block contains various measures of in ‡ation and in ‡ation expectations as well as variables relating to wages and the price of oil. The demand block uses various measures of consumer con…dence and sales. The …nancial block has stock prices, dividend yields, the exchange rates for several important currencies relative to the £ and various interest rates and spreads. The housing block contains variables re ‡ecting house prices and sales. The money block contains various measures of the money stock and bank deposits and the labour block contains various measures of employment and unemployment. When doing factor analysis it is common to transform all variables all variables to stationarity. We have done this, making the same choices as the Bank of England for the transformations. The complete list of variables and transformations used in given in the Data Appendix.
Remember that our models are all based on (3) and involve lags of the dependent variable, factors from each block as well as lags of these factors. We extract the …rst factor for each block and include it and one lag of it as potential predictors as well as two lags of the dependent variable (a choice which is adequate to clean up any autocorrelation in the errors) and an intercept. Note that this strategy leads to 18 potential predictors. All of our models in (6) will involve subsets of these predictors. If (as done in many implementations of DMA and BMA) we de…ne our models according to whether each individual predictor is included or excluded from the model we would end up with 2 18 di¤erent models. Even though DMA leads to great computational simpli…cations, it still can be computationally demanding and handling this many models is infeasible. For this reason we limit our set of models by assuming: i) all models contain the intercept and lags of the dependent variable and ii) models are de…ned by whether each factor and its lag are jointly included or excluded. So, for example, we have models where the price factor and its lag are included and models where neither the price factor nor its lag are included. But we rule out models which contain only the price factor (but not its lag) or only the lagged price factor. With these assumptions we have 2 8 models. We use principal components to extract factors using all the variables in each block. We forecast in ‡ation (the annual percentage change in the all-items CPI) and output growth (the percentage change in the index of production for all production industries). When forecasting in ‡ation, the all-items CPI variable is deleted from the price block. When forecasting output growth, the index of production for all production industries is deleted from the output block.
Our main results are for = 0:99 and = 0:99, but we do discuss sensitivity to these choices in an Empirical Appendix. The Kalman …lter and iterative algorithm for drawing model probabilities are both initialized di¤usely as described in the Technical Appendix.
Forecasting Performance
We compare our forecasts using DMA and DMS to several alternative forecasting methods. These can be interpreted as special cases of DMA or DMS, but either with particular choices for single models or particular choices for and . The …rst two of our alternative methods allow for time variation of parameters, but no time variation in the models. These are an AR(2) model with time varying parameters (labelled TVP-AR(2)) and the TVP block factor model in (3) including all the predictors (labelled TVPFactor). The TVP part of the model is speci…ed using = 0:99. Our third alternative uses DMA, but does not allow the coe¢ cients to vary over time in each model (i.e. this is a special case of DMA where = 1, but = 0:99). Finally, we present results using Bayesian model averaging (BMA) which is a special case of DMA where = = 1. We evaluate forecast performance over the period 1992M3 through 2008M11.
The standard metric of Bayesian forecast comparison is the sum of log predictive likelihoods (see, e.g., Geweke and Amisano, 2007) . This has the advantage that it involves entire predictive distribution and not simply point forecasts. The predictive likelihood is the predictive density for y t given data through time t 1 evaluated at the actual outcome (i.e. in model k the predictive density is p k y t jy t 1 ). The formula for the predictive density is given in the Technical Appendix. In addition to the sum of log predictive likelihoods, we also present results for two standard measures of the performance of the point forecasts, mean squared forecast error and mean absolute forecast error de…ned as:
where Data h denotes the information available through period h where h is the forecast horizon and E (y jData h ) is the point forecast of y .
Tables 1 and 2 present these measures of forecast comparison for three forecast horizons, h = 1; 6 and 12, for output growth and in ‡ation, respectively. The main story coming out of these tables is a strong one: DMA and DMS almost always forecast better than the other approaches and never forecast much worse than the best alternative. Particularly for output growth, the forecasting gains of DMA and DMS relative to the alternative approaches are quite substantial. This story comes through strongest in the log predictive likelihoods where there is only one case where DMA and DMS are not the best two forecasting methods. The exception is for in ‡ation forecasting for h = 1. In this case, the parsimonious TVP-AR(2) has (by a small amount) the highest sum of log predictive likelihoods. However, this result does not carry over to MAFE and MSFE where DMA and DMS show a better forecast performance.
A second story is that time-varying parameter models which simply include all potential predictors consistently perform extremely poorly. This clearly shows the bene…ts of DMA. A naive researcher might think that simply working with a single ‡exible TVP model such as (3) and (4) would be adequate since it might be able to approximate what is done in DMA. That is, TVP models allow for the marginal e¤ects of predictors to evolve which, in theory, could allow for predictors to (approximately) drop in or out of the model over time (i.e. their marginal e¤ects could be near zero in some time periods but evolve to having more substantive e¤ects in others). This is clearly not happening in this data set. DMA is adding something of great bene…t for forecasting. The particularly poor performance of the TVP-Factor model suggests one reason why this is so: the TVP-Factor model is making some big forecast errors at some points in time. This is probably due to a changes in forecasting model and/or structural breaks which the TVP-Factor model cannot adjust to quickly enough. This is a point we will return to later in our discussion of how the forecasting model changes over time.
A third story relates to forecast shrinkage. The fact that the parsimonious TVP-AR(2) often forecasts well, typically much better than the TVP-Factor approach which includes all the predictors, indicates the bene…t of shrinkage. The gains in forecast performance one would expect the extra information in the factors to provide is clearly outweighed by the fact that models such as (3) and (4), or even (2), introduce a large number of new parameters. It is only through use of DMA or DMS that we can realize the bene…ts of this extra information, since most of these new parameters are shrunk to zero. And it is worth emphasizing that the way this shrinkage occurs is changing over time. It is worth stressing, however, the extremely poor forecast performance of the TVP-AR(2) model for in ‡ation when h = 12. In this case, it is clear that the predictors do contain important information that the TVP-AR(2) is missing. This suggests that, while DMA and DMS are safe forecasting options (they typically forecast best, but even when not the best, they never forecast poorly relative to alternative approaches), extremely parsimonious models like the TVP-AR(2) are riskier. Even though they often forecast well, sometimes their forecasts are way o¤.
DMA and DMS allow for variation in models and variation in parameters. Our fourth story relates to the relative roles of these two aspects in improving forecast performance. Tables 1 and 2 (with some exceptions) indicate that DMA with constant parameters performs fairly well, usually beating BMA (which has no variation in either parameters or models) by a substantial amount. 6 This suggests that variation in models is more important than variation in parameters in the good forecast performance of DMA and DMS.
Finally, what do the tables say about the relative forecast performance of DMA and DMS? In this regard, there is no clear pattern. Sometimes DMA forecasts better and sometimes DMS forecasts better (and sometimes the story of log-predictive likelihoods is di¤erent than the story told by MAFEs and MFSEs). Of the di¤erent forecasting approaches given in the preceding section, only DMA and DMS allow for di¤erent forecasting models at di¤erent times. Accordingly, in this section we present results only for these two approaches. Given the huge number of models we cannot possibly present empirical results for every model. Instead we summarize results in two di¤erent ways. We begin with …gures which illustrate that, although we have 8 factor blocks which could potentially be selected, most of the time the best model used by DMS is much more parsimonious with only a few of these blocks. Formally, if we let Size k be the number of blocks of factors in model k, then
can be interpreted as the expected or average number of blocks of factors used by DMA at time t.
Figures 1 and 2 plots E (Size t ) for our six empirical exercises (i.e. two forecast variables and three forecast horizons). The patterns in Figures 1 and 2 both tend to indicate that, as time goes by and more data is available for estimation, more factors are chosen (although, for in ‡ation, this tendency stops after about 2000). This is as expected. Both Figures 1 and 2 are indicating a high degree of parsimony (with the exception of in ‡ation forecasting at long horizons, we always have E (Size t ) < 3:5), but are somewhat di¤erent from one another. When forecasting output growth, DMA is placing most weight on forecasting models with only 1 or 2 factor blocks (and, at the beginning of the sample, the TVP-AR(2) with no factor blocks at all is receiving most of the posterior weight). When in ‡ation is the dependent variable, DMA is choosing somewhat less parsimonious models, but for h = 1 and h = 6 DMA is placing most weight on models with two or three factors. The interesting exception is in ‡ation forecasting for h = 12 where DMA is choosing less parsimonious models with up to …ve factor blocks. This explains the extremely poor forecast performance of the TVP-AR(2) for this case noted above (see Table 2 ).
Figures 1 and 2 present evidence that the best forecasting model is changing over time and that DMA and DMS tend to be quite parsimonious. However, they shed little light on which factor blocks are the most important at various points in time. To shed light on this issue, remember that the Raftery et al (2007) DMA algorithm provides us with time-varying probabilities associated with every model (i.e. tjt 1;k for k = 1; ::; K). For any factor block at any point in time, we can use these to calculate the total probability associated with models containing a particular block factor (and its lag). That is, for b = 1; ::; B, we can calculate P k b tjt 1;k where the notation implies the summation is taken over models which include the b th factor block. Figures 3 through 8 plot these probabilities for our 8 factor blocks for output growth and in ‡ation, respectively.
The patterns for output growth and in ‡ation are quite di¤erent, re ‡ecting the higher degree of parsimony which DMA …nds when forecasting the former. For output growth (see Figures 3 through 5) , we are only occasionally …nding lines which go near one. But it is also the case that it is rare for the lines in Figures 3 through 5 to be horizontal lines at zero. This indicates that there is no factor block which is always or never an important predictor. For instance, for h = 1, after 2000, Figure 3 indicates that DMA is averaging over many forecasting models with appreciable weight (e.g. more than 10%) attached to models containing each of the 8 factor blocks. However, there is no one factor block that is always an important predictor. That is, even the highest line (corresponding to the output block) in Figure 3 , never goes much above 0:50. Thus, the other 50% of the weight used by DMA when averaging forecasts is coming from models which do not contain this most important of predictors.
For in ‡ation, the patterns are more complicated. In contrast to output growth, for much of our sample period, there are variables which are clearly important predictors in the sense that some lines in Figure  6 through 8 are near one. This is particularly true for the price and money blocks. Remember that the price block includes lagged information on wages, oil prices and the various disaggregated components of the CPI. DMA is …nding information in this block of variables that is often helpful for predicting current in ‡ation. However, the patterns in Figures 6 through 8 vary over time and across forecast horizons. For instance, for h = 6 the price block is most important near the beginning of the sample, but for h = 1 and h = 12 it is most important in the latter half of the sample. For h = 12 we …nd that the price block is almost always a very important predictor, except for a brief spell around 1998 where is becomes completely unimportant. The money block is an important predictor at all forecast horizons after the year 2000, but patterns before 2000 are more variable.
Clearly we are …nding a great deal of variation over time in terms of what the best predictors. Such variation could not be modelled using conventional forecasting approaches or conventional theoretical models. For instance, standard Phillips' curve arguments would imply that the unemployment rate is always a good predictor for in ‡ation. If this were true, we would …nd the labour factor (which includes various measures of the unemployment rate) to always be a good predictor for in ‡ation and the total probability of models which contain the labour factor to be near one in Figures 6 through 8 . We are not …nding patterns such as this for the labour block (or for any other factor block) . Sometimes (i.e. after 1998 for h = 12 ) we are …nding the labour factor to be important in forecasting in ‡ation, but not at other times. But at most times, models which contain the labour factor will be allocated appreciable (e.g. more than 10%) of the weight when doing DMA.
When forecasting in ‡ation, almost all of the factor blocks play an appreciable role at some time or forecast horizon or another. Somewhat suprisingly, it is only the housing block which never receives appreciable weight. The demand and …nancial blocks often come through as being important predictors (but often are unimportant). The picture we are …nding is one where DMA is averaging over many parsimonious models (as opposed to selecting just a few parsimonious models) and this set of models is changing substantially over time. These characteristics would be hard to mimic in conventional approaches. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have argued that DMA and DMS hold many attractions for the macroeconomic forecaster. They allow for the coe¢ cients in a model to evolve over time, but also allow for model used for forecasting to change over time. In practice, this means that DMS switches between various parsimonious models over time and DMA tends to place a great deal of weight on such parsimonious models. The alternative of working with one general model, including all potential predictors, is unattractive due to over-parameterization worries. The alternative of choosing one single parsimonious model is also unattractive since a good parsimonious forecasting model at some times could be a bad model at other times. But, to our knowledge, other than the regression-based US application of Koop and Korobilis (2009) , DMA and DMS have not been used by macroeconomic forecasters. Relative to our previous work, the present paper extends the use of DMA and DMS to block factor models with the monthly data used in the Bank of England's forecasting suite. We …nd improvements in forecast performance relative to several popular alternatives. Furthermore, the use of DMA and DMS provides insight on which factors predict in ‡ation and output growth and whether they change over time. We …nd that DMA is averaging over many di¤erent parsimonious models and the set of parsimonious models is changing substantially over time. For output growth, there are no factor block which stand out as being a consistently important predictor. But every factor block is playing a role in the DMA average forecast at some time or other. For in ‡ation, the money and price blocks stand out as being fairly consistently important predictors (although there are some times when they are not). But all the other factor blocks are important at some times or for some forecast horizons. The general pattern, though, is one where the best forecasting model is changing over time. This feature is automatically picked up by DMA or DMS, but not with conventional forecast procedures.
Technical Appendix
In this appendix, we describe the DMA algorithm of Raftery et al (2007) . With one minor exception (the treatment of H t ), our methods are identical to theirs and the reader is referred to their paper for further details, explanation and motivation for their approach.
We begin with the standard state space model in (5). For given values of H t and Q t , the Kalman …lter and smoother can be used to carry out recursive estimation or forecasting. That is, if we let y t = (y 1 ; ::; y t ) 0 then Kalman …ltering begins with the result that
where formulae for b t 1 and t 1 are provided below and proceeds using:
where
Raftery et al (2007) replaces this latter equation by:
or, equivalently, Q t = 1 1 t 1 where 0 < 1. The next step towards forecasting in this one model case involves:
and
Recursive forecasting is done using the predictive distribution
We now switch to the notation for the multi-model case in (6) and let t denote the vector of all the coe¢ cients in all the models. In the standard single model case, Kalman …ltering is based on (10), (11) and (13). In the multi-model case, for model k, these three equations become:
and not the full vector t . Hence, we have only written (17), (18) and (19) in terms of the distributions which hold for
The previous results were all conditional on L t = k, and we need a method for unconditional prediction (i.e. not conditional on a particular model). This is done as described in the body of the text. That is, tjt 1;k for k = 1:; ; :K can be used for averaging across models when forecasting at time t. It can be calculated iteratively using (9) and (7). Recursive forecasting can be done by averaging over predictive results for every model (obtained using (16) for each model) using tjt 1;k . So, for instance, DMA point predictions are given by:
where Data t 1 denotes all data information available at time t 1. Predictive standard deviations can be calculated using this and predictive second moments:
DMS proceeds by selecting the model with the highest value for tjt 1;k at each point in time and using it for forecasting.
All the recursions above are started by choosing initial values for 0j0;l ,
0 and (s) 0 for s = 1; ::; K. In our empirical work we draw these from relatively di¤use priors for the initial conditions. In particular, we set 0j0;l = 1 K (so that, initially, all models are equally likely), 
Empirical Appendix
The results in the body of the paper have = = 0:99. We also present special cases of DMA where there is no time variation in parameters ( = 1; = 0:99) and no time variation in either parameters or models ( = = 1). In this appendix, we present a wider range of results for both forgetting factors. As discussed in the text, the interval ; 2 [0:95; 1] is of most empirical interest. ****rewrite below With regards to output growth, results are qualitatively the same as in Tables 1 and 2 . If anything, setting = = 0:90 slightly improves forecasting performance of DMA and DMS (although this choice leads to much worse forecast performance for TVP-Factor). With regards to in ‡ation, results are quite similar, although there is one exception. If we set the forgetting factors very high (0:99), then for h = 1, we are …nding some evidence that our versions of AR(2) models forecast roughly as well as DMA or DMS. But this does not occur for other forecast horizons or even slightly lower values for the forgetting factors. 
